Minutes of the HAO Instrumentation Advisory Committee Meeting of 8/6/15

Recorded by: S. Tomczyk (chair)
Present were: R. Casini, J. Graham, A. Knack, M. Knoelker, K. Nesnadny, S. Sewell, S. Tomczyk, A. deWijn, Q. Wu

Proposals:

WAMIS: Steve reported on proposal effort.
Eclipse 17: Steve asked group to come up with clever ideas for small scale experiments. Also, should HAO bus lots of people to eclipse?
MSIP Proposal to AST: Steve reported on proposal progress. MK: should use cosmo to look at nighttime sky.
Steve: Friday cosmo PDR package should be complete. Sept 20 for Red Team review.
Qian: Proposal for compact Thermosphere Wind Instrument. $280k/year 3 years.
Knoelker: Sunshade proposal with Web Cash + grad student - apply starshade technology to solar corona. $300k total over 2 years.

Knoelker: SOLIS VSM data is important. PSPT also important in that it addresses Sun-climate.

Kim N: If it is in a proposal to be FISMA compliant, then CMST needs to know.

Steven Tomczyk